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1 24-09-13 Sponsor Access rights should be customizable. Changes in database structure will be needed to save the 

different access rights. 

Low 70 No This function does not value add to our project as it is 

unlikely that the roles will change in the procurement flow.

Negotiated with client to use fixed access rights instead.

2 24-09-13 Sponsor Views should be different according to user roles Validation of user roles when displaying page data, little man 

hours required for change.

Low 20 Yes Yes 16-10-13

3 06-10-13 Sponsor Change programming language from Java to .NET C# Change prototype from Java to .NET, 

Members learn new language .NET C#

Delay in schedule 

High 90 Yes Yes 16-10-13 Creating the system in .NET will allow for easier 

maintanability of the system by the bank's IT department. 

As we started the project early and we are still in our early 

phases, we have sufficient resources and buffer time to port 

the application over to .NET

Start change immediately.

4 06-10-13 Sponsor Microsoft SQL Database must be used. Switch database from Visual Studio's built-in database to 

Microsoft SQL Server

High 40 Yes Yes 23-10-13

5 29-10-13 Sponsor Drag and drop feature for Edit PAF Template Research on performing drag and drop functions Low 20 Yes Yes 24-12-13 We will implement drag and drop functionality in our UI as 

we believe that it will help to increase usability for our users.

6 29-10-13 Sponsor When a new PAF template is created, old projects should still 

use the template they had at the point of creation.

Store the template of the project and the fields in the template HIgh 40 Yes Yes 23-12-13

7 29-10-13 Team Change database structure to accommodate customizable 

phases and fields

Plan for new database structure and change the database as well 

as related pages. 

High 20 Yes Yes 23-12-13 With a revised database structure, we can use the MVC 

framework and that will make our development easier too.

8 29-10-13 Sponsor For supplier management, domains should be customizable. Create new table to cater for domains. Medium 10 Yes Yes 09-03-14 **Updated(31 December 2013): We will implement this in 

the admin panel function

9 29-10-13 Sponsor Have an admin panel to add users into the system. Schedule has to be re-planned to take into account time required 

for admin panel function.

High 20 Yes Yes 09-03-14 Will keep this in mind in the event that we cannot deploy 

the system onto client server.

**Updated(31 December 2013): As paperwork for 

deployment on client server will take quite long, we might 

not be able to deploy our solution before the IS480 deadline, 

so we are likely to add this function into our scope, replacing 

the single sign on function. 

10 29-10-13 Sponsor Finance staff has view-only access to all reports. They do not 

submit new projects as functional owners.

Change access rights for Finance role in the system. Medium 10 Yes Yes 30-01-14

11 31-12-13 Sponsor Users should log in with their XPID. List of XPIDs will be saved in 

database instead of derived from Active Directory

As we could not confirm the details of the Active Directory with 

the IT department, we first created a login with username and 

password. Hence, no change is needed.

High 0 Yes Yes

12 13-01-14 Sponsor Reports will be generated according to commonly used 

templates instead of being totally customizable

Lesser work is required to generate report from customizable 

fields.

High 10 Yes Yes 20-01-14

13 27-01-14 Sponsor New projects are set to "Open" status and is not assigned to 

anyone. Only functional can assign projects to 

themselves/others

Remove "Assigned To" field when creating new project Low 10 Yes Yes 18-02-14

14 27-01-14 Sponsor Projects that are created cannot be deleted. Remove delete project capability. Low 10 Yes Yes 18-02-14

15 27-01-14 Sponsor Only procurement can generate reports. Finance can view saved 

reports. 

Change access rights for the report function Medium 20 Yes Yes 30-01-14

16 27-01-14 Sponsor Not only admin can edit PAF template, allow everyone in 

procurement can edit PAF template

Change access rights for the edit PAF template function Medium 40 Yes Yes 30-01-14

17 27-01-14 Sponsor C-level management, managers and procurement head can 

approve projects.

Little impact on project. Medium 20 Yes Yes Updated(18 February 2014): Change will be made together 

with change of approval flow

18 27-01-14 Sponsor Only procurement can view supplier functions. Little impact on project. Medium 10 Yes Yes 30-01-14

19 27-01-14 Sponsor PAC fields should be customizable and their formula should be 

automatically calculated from project fields

Additional function. Medium 80 No This new function will be technically complex and much 

effort will be needed to plan for this function. We do not 

have enough time in our planned hours to incorporate this 

new function.

We have communicated to our client that we would not be 

adding this new feature.

20 27-01-14 Sponsor Users should be able to add at least 3 suppliers to a project. Allow for addition of more suppliers. Database structure will have 

to be revised.

Low 20 Yes Yes 11-02-14

21 27-01-14 Sponsor Rating of supplier should be done only at the end of the project. Remove supplier rating from project details and allow users to 

rate suppliers after projects have changed to "Approved". Little 

effort required.

Medium 20 Yes Yes 09-02-14

22 27-01-14 Sponsor System should only have 3 roles: Finance, Procurement, 

Functional Owners

Change access rights restrictions accordingly Low 10 Yes Yes 22-02-14

23 18-02-14 Sponsor Approval flow should be changed to 4 tiers: Requester, Manager, 

Buyer, Head of Procurement

Change approval flow. Medium 50 Yes Yes

24 26-02-14 Team Send out emails for notifications. Users should also be given an 

option to not receive email notifications

Add in email service to send out emails. Low 5 Yes Yes 05-03-14

25 26-02-14 Team Instead of having admin to reset password for users, users can 

request for their password to be reset through a Reset Password 

function.

Put Reset Password function on the login page instead of admin 

page.

Medium 10 Yes Yes 05-03-14

26 26-02-14 Team Hash passwords stored in the database for higher security Hash passwords Medium 2 Yes Yes 06-03-14

27 06-03-14 Team Allow procurement staff to view past projects undertaken by the 

supplier

Add in method to search for projects based on supplier Low 2 Yes Yes 16-03-14

28 06-03-14 Team Allow procurement staff to upload master contract for suppliers Add upload button Low 2 No Clients already have a procurement system that stores such 

details. Our system is merely for managing projects and 

supplier ratings

29 06-03-14 Team Allow users to archive projects Low 40 Yes Yes 07-04-14 KIV first

Updated 25 March 2014: Change will be implemented as we 

have sufficient capacity after UT5. We will create a simple 

archive button for admin users to manually archive projects 

after a few years.

30 09-03-14 Team Instead of drop-down list to select users (functional owner, 

person to send to for approval), use a search function instead.

Implement auto-complete function Low 5 Yes Yes 16-03-14 This function is already present in the search projects 

function so it is expected to take a short amount of time. 

Users will also be identified by both their names and XPID

31 09-03-14 Team Add in phone number and email field types for edit PAF 

template as these require a special kind of validation that is 

different from a text validation

Add in new data types Low 10 Yes Yes 17-03-14

32 09-03-14 Supervisor Feature to Import users using CSV so as to facilitate handover. Additional function. Medium 10 Yes Yes 04-04-14

33

24-03-14

Sponsor It is not necessary to select 3 suppliers when the cost is low.

Remove validation for number of suppliers

Low 0.5 Yes Yes

27-03-14

34 24-03-14 Sponsor Ooen or pending projects can be cancelled. Add in cancel capability Low 5 Yes Yes 05-04-14

35 25-03-14 Team Feature to import projects using CSV so as to facilitate handover Additional function. Medium 10 Yes Yes 06-04-14


